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EDITORIAL
Gender equality is not a women’s issue. It’s in general a human issue. It
affects all of us irrespective of our gender identity.
The month of March is referred to as the Pink month by many. This is
because a few occasions which regard women, fall in this month. This
month is significant for the church also since it observes the World Day
of Prayer (March 6th) and International Women’s Day (March 8th).
The Zero Discrimination Day (March 1) can also be considered as a
day which addresses gender discrimination.
Therefore, some find it appropriate to consider Pink or Purple as the
colour of this month. This is an empowering month as we enter into
different discourses and engagements about gender. International
Women Day (IWD) is not merely a day of celebrations with flowers
and special treatment of women. IWD is a reminder to commemorate
the long-fought war against gender discrimination and fight for equal
rights for women by our fore mothers. This struggle came to the
forefront when women in America started asking for equal pay and
equal rights at work places. Now it has become a focal point in the
movement for women's rights.
On February 28, 1909, the Socialist Party of America organized a
Women's Day in New York City. The following year (1910), during the
International Socialist Woman's Conference, German revolutionary
Clara Zetkin suggested that 8 March be honoured as a day annually in
memory of working women. This day has been celebrated as
International Women's Day or International Working Women's Day
ever since.
All that women were demanding did not come easily to them. This
fight took almost a decade, and it was a time where women raised their
voices, contested, and stood in solidarity. It was also the time of mutual
edification , empowerment and creation of opportunities.
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It is therefore important to take a step back and revisit the history of
women moments across the globe, understand their legacies and find
their relevance in our own contexts. The theme for this year IWD was
#IWD2020 #Each for Equal.
This is a moment to honour every woman who has fought for equality,
dignity and human rights. It is also an opportunity to remind ourselves
of how far we still have to go to achieve gender equality, not only in
India but globally. This is a very strong thought that can help us
eradicate the problems which still persist such as gender- based
violence, and create an environment of equity for all.
When we look at our own context in India today, we see women driven
movements which highlight the cause of equal rights of each citizen.
The contemporary Indian context highlights how women can come
together and become a powerful force of change, shedding the tags
which consider them to be weak and vulnerable.
The World Day of Prayer this year has the Theme: “Rise! Take your
Mat and Walk” which is very relevant in the context of India today. We
have to walk, not just for ourselves but also for those we love so that we
can make the world a better place to live in.
Together we will sing:
Rise! Take your mat and walk
Walk away from sin
Walk away from injustice
Walk away from violence
Walk away from hatred
Rise with your heart full of love
Let us take our mat for peace
Among ourselves in Christ
We are reconciled*

*By the WDP Zimbabwe Committee.
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Let us take the movement “Thursdays In Black” seriously which
envisages a world without rape and violence. I appeal all to be part of
this movement by wearing black dresses on Thursdays by which we
can take a stand against gender-based violence. Let us take a step back,
listen, read, reflect and engage in building each other up.
With this in mind this month’s issue concentrates on Women.
We would encourage readers to be a part of this movement and we
request you to share your stories with us on NCCI website or mail it to
(jyoti@ncci1914.com). Do let us know how we can partner with you
to create a just and peaceful community based on inclusiveness and
harmony.
Rev. Jyoti Samuel Singh Pillai
Executive Secretary
NCCI’s Women’s Concerns

=
=
=
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Women in Mission: Towards a Her-Story of Mission
- Ashish John Archer*
1. Introduction
Mission is a term used both in religious and secular contexts with
various meanings. The word mission is seen as a word with theological
connotations in the life of the church. This term has gone various
changes and evolved remarkably.1 Mission conveys the biblical idea
of ‘being sent’, classically expressed in Jesus’ saying: ‘As the Father
has sent me, I am sending you’ (John 20:21). The parallel between God
sending Jesus and Jesus sending his disciples describes both the
2
method and the content of mission. Mission is dynamic and
constantly changing. From the beginning of the Christian era the
context of mission has always changed. The understanding of mission
has constantly changed in the context of persecution, poverty,
injustice, problems of Dalits and Tribals. The problem of the mission
history has been that it favoured male contributions and neglected
female contributions. Only the actions and achievements of men are
recorded. The contributions of women present in the mission field like
wives of the missionaries, single missionary women are almost
forgotten and not represented in the history. This is also the case of the
native Bible women in the mission field. The women were not
remembered at a similar place with male missionaries and it seems
they were “systematically written out of historical and anthropological
records.” 3
This article is an attempt to explore some
*Rev. Ashish John Archer is an ordained minister of Diocese of Lucknow,
Church of North India. He is currently doing his doctoral studies in the field of
Mission and Ecumenics from United Theological College Bangalore.
1

George Kizhakkemury, “Historical Development in the Understanding of Mission”
in Dimensions of Mission in India edited by Joseph Mattam & Sebastian Kim
(Bombay: Saint Paul Society, 1995), 19.
2
J. A. Kirk, “Missiology” in New Dictionary of Theology: Historical and Systematic
Second Edition edited by Martin Davie et.al (Illinois: IVP Academic, 2016), 581.
3
Fiona Bowie, “Introduction: Reclaiming Women’s Presence” in Women and
Mission: Past and Present Anthropological and Historical Perspectives edited by
Fiona Bowie, Deborah Kirkwood and Shirley Ardener (Oxford: Berg Publishers,
1994), 1.
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methods of how to do women and feminist history to bring out the
women’s contributions in the process of history making. The paper is
divided into two sections. The first section deals with the
understanding and definitions of mission and missiology and a survey
will be made of the methods in missiology. The second section will
deal with the understanding of feminism, feminist history, and
contribution of women in mission history in India and an attempt will
be made towards making a Her-story of mission possible.
Feminist Critique of Historiography
It is been common understanding that histories produced in the past
are mainly male oriented and therefore rightly be called his-stories.
They have described the flaws, celebrated the achievements of great
theologians, eloquent preachers, powerful administrators, influential
missionaries who happened to be all males. MacHaffie recognizes
that, “Christian tradition is intertwined with patriarchy and on many
occasions and in many places, functioned to oppress and degrade
women.”4
It is also said that women’s history is essential to the emancipation of
women. Lerner is of the opinion that women consist half and, in some
cases, more than half of human kind. They also have been active
agents of history. Unfortunately, what has been recorded as the
account of past is done by male historians. They have recorded what
men have done and experienced and found significant and women's
experiences and achievements have been left unrecorded, neglected,
and ignored in interpretation. Women have been kept from
contributing to History-making and therefore, “the recorded and
interpreted record of the past of the human race is only a partial record,
in that it omits the past of half of humankind, and it is distorted, in that
5
it tells the story from the viewpoint of the male half of humanity only.”
4

Barbara J. MacHaffie, Her Story: Women in Christian Tradition (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1986), 1-2.
5
Gerda Lerner, The Creation of Patriarchy (New York: Oxford University Press,
1986), 3-5.
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Women in History of Mission
Historically women had very little or no involvement in world mission
and the mission was through and through a male endeavour. They were
supposed to accompany their husbands to the mission fields and take
care of the home, husband and children. Around the first half of the
19th century roles of missionary women (both single and married)
began to expand to include evangelistic work among “heathen”
women and children, medical, educational, and numerous other kinds
of work. Some individual women, blessed with great stamina and
other gifts, performed amazing pioneer mission work.6 Whether or
not women have their share in the written history, they always have
been a part of Christian mission. They have contributed as the unpaid
wives of the official male missionaries, single missionaries
responding to God’s call and as, “ordinary migrants or people on the
move, women have deliberately crossed cultures to witness their
7
faith.” In this section we will briefly survey women’s contribution as
missionaries.
Origins of Women’s Missionary Societies
Mission was a male domain as the missionary societies who screened
and appointed candidates, raised funds for the mission fields, arranged
for the publicity and promotional materials and supervised field work,
were all run by men. Women could only participate by accompanying
their husbands to the special sermons preached to raise money for
various groups. The picture changed greatly at the advent of the
second great awakening as the existing mission work was fused with a
new energy and women began to take a more active role in the cause of
spreading Christianity.8 The origins of female missionary societies
can be traced back to Mary Webb and fourteen other Baptist and
Congregationalists who together formed Boston Female Society in
1800. Their initial interest was in Native Americans but gradually their
6

Joyce M. Bowers, “Role of Married Women Missionaries: A Case Study” in
International Bulletin of Missionary Research (January 1984), 4.
7
Dana L. Robert, Christian Mission: How Christianity Became a World Religion (UK:
Wiley-Blackwell, 2009), 119.
8
Barbara J. MacHaffie, Her Story: Women in Christian Tradition…, 102-103.
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interest shifted to overseas missions particularly India and China.9
Montgomery is of the opinion that the formation of women missionary
societies was a great event and was a symbol of increasing women’s
influence on missions. She writes, “The organization of the Women's
Missionary Societies is but one of a remarkable series of movements
among women that have made the nineteenth century known as the
10
Woman's Century.” However the women were carefully excluded in
the decision making process and often were expected to be silent in
11
their own meetings.
Because of the biased attitude towards issues of women and children
and continuous denial of any authority in policy making in the female
missionary societies made women to take initiative and form their own
boards. The first of these was the interdenominational Women’s Union
Missionary Society in 1861 followed by a board formed by
Congregational women.12 In the next forty years there was a notable
growth in these missionary boards. By the year 1900 there were fortyone in United States of America and seven in Canada. There was great
work happening in Britain as well. An American missionary to China
by the name of Rev. David Abeel published an ‘Appeal to Christian
Ladies in Behalf of Christian Education in China and adjacent
countries with the help of his friends. This manifesto described the
plight of the oriental women and pleaded for the concern of the
Christians. In response to this, many societies were formed. The
Society for Promoting Female Education in the East was the first to
form. Later Church of Scotland Ladies’ Association for Foreign
Mission in 1837, Indian Female Normal School Society which came to
be called the Zenana Bible and Medical Mission in 1852 were formed
13
among the many. This women missionary societies and boards not
only supported mission in the foreign countries but also encouraged
women to be an active part of the mission itself.
9
Narola Imchen, Remembering Our Foremothers: The Influence of the American
Woman’s Movement on American Baptist Women Missionaries in North East India
(Eastern Theological College, Jorhat: Women Study Department, 2003), 66-67.
10
Helen Barrett Montgomery, Western Women in Eastern Lands: An Outline Study of
Fifty Years of Woman's Work in Foreign Missions (New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1910), 3.
11
Narola Imchen, Remembering Our Foremothers: The Influence of the American
Woman’s Movement on American Baptist Women Missionaries in North East India…,
67.
12
Barbara J. MacHaffie, Her Story: Women in Christian Tradition…, 105.
13
R. Pierce Beaver, All Loves Excelling: American Protestant Women in World
Mission (West Broadway, Eugene: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 1998), 86-88.
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Missionary Wives
As discussed earlier, the mission field traditionally was meant for men
and wives were meant to be home taking care of the family but they
were also part of the mission. Buckland points out that, “it must always
be kept in mind that missionaries’ wives although they may not be
counted as members of the staff are still missionaries. Their home and
family duties necessarily been their first care; but these have not kept
14
them from rendering service of the highest value.” Jathanna while
researching on Hermannsburg mission in South India finds out that
wives of the missionaries were participants in the missionary
enterprise. They were running schools and dispensaries in the remote
15
locations for long years. Though the wives were revered as an elite
group of hero(ine)s whether or not their missionary status was
16
officially recognised in foreign lands they did not have equal place
as of their husbands. Jathanna cites Andrea Mignon who points out the
difficulty to write about the position of women in the Hermannsburg
mission, because there is hardly any mention of them in the reports of
the mission. The only mention about women in the archival documents
is about the place and position of missionary women as wives,
17
mothers, home-makers, teachers and evangelists. The wives were
expected to work well and conduct themselves in proper manner
according to Francke as cited by Erika Pabst. She further quotes the
words of Johann Ernst Grundler, according to whom they were
expected to be “intelligent, modest, humble, kind and from a good
family.”18 She further presents excerpts of Bartholomew Ziegenbalg’s
letter describing the duties of a missionary’s wife. The wives must be,
14

A.R. Buckland, Women in the Mission Field: Pioneers and Martyrs (New York:
Whittaker, 1895), 16.
15
Gladson Jathanna, Mode of Mutuality in the Margins of Mission: Hermannsburg
Women’s Mission in India (Bangalore: Dharmaram Publications, 2015), 58.
16
Narola Imchen, Remembering Our Foremothers: The Influence of the American
Woman’s Movement on American Baptist Women Missionaries in North East India…,
68.
17
Gladson Jathanna, Mode of Mutuality in the Margins of Mission: Hermannsburg
Women’s Mission in India…, 55.
18
Erika Pabst, “The Wives of Missionaries: Their Experiences in India” in Halle and
the Beginning of Protestant Christianity in India Vol. II edited by Andreas Gross, Y.
Vincent Kumaradoss & Heike Liebau (Halle: Verlag der Franckeschen Stiftugen,
2006), 687. 139 Erika Pabst, “The Wives of Missionaries: Their Experiences in
India”…, 688.
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able to take care of them in a befitting manner; they will be able to cook
proper food; must be able to take on the household duties which hinder
the missionary’s work; that they are good foster mothers; must be able
to keep accounts; must be able to look after and visit women especially
during their sickness in the local congregation; that they help them in
prayers…that they edify the European women here through their
conversation; that they deal with the correspondence with Europe and
write down our daily observations, which will save us a lot of time for
our work…The women and specially the wives of the missionaries are
seriously under-represented in the missionary records. Their works
are mentioned in passing and their main responsibilities were limited
to taking care of the home. The missionaries’ wives were considered
“married to job but they were often married for the job.”19 A missionary
wife in the mission field was positioned very differently from the
husband. Husband was the official representative of the missionary
society and his wife was mere “helpmeet who in marrying a
missionary voluntarily assumed obligations which are uncommon to a
20
married woman in her society.” The contributions of the wives were
not mentioned or acknowledged because, “the missionary’s wife was
so completely identified with her husband that people seemed
indisposed to regard her work as worthy of individual comment.”
Even though the mention of the wives’ contribution in the mission
field does not get enough mention but their contribution cannot be
denied. There is a great need to recognize and acknowledge their
contribution.
Single Missionary Women
Among the most important factors in the expansion of women’s
missions was the active recruitment of unmarried women. These
women were not burdened by the responsibilities of housekeeping and
21
taking and raising a family. The wives were overburdened because
19
Deborah Kirkwood, “Protestant Missionary Women: Wives and Spinsters” in
Women and Missions: Past and Present Anthropological and Historical Perceptions,
27.
20
Gladson Jathanna, Mode of Mutuality in the Margins of Mission: Hermannsburg
Women’s Mission in India…, 58. 142 A.R. Buckland, Women in the Mission Field:
Pioneers and Martyrs…, 69.
21
Eliza F. Kent, Converting Women: Gender and Protestant Christianity in Colonial
South India (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 91.
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of their household responsibilities and the labours of the wives were
not considered enough even by the wives of the missionaries
themselves. They themselves urged the missionary organizations and
boards to recruit single women as teachers to support the girl’s school
and newly formed zenana missionary societies.22 It was not easy for
the mission organizations to agree to send single missionaries to the
mission field because they were considered as helpless and subject to
every imagined peril but they agreed to send them anyway. By the
early part of 20th century they were representing two-thirds of the
mission force of the church’s mission force.23
Jathanna in his work on Hermannsburg mission reflects on the works
of single women missionaries. He points out that after having done the
equal amount of work to their male counterparts they were paid less
24
than half of the amount what the male missionaries used to make.
These women displayed a high degree of adaptability in choosing
practical alternatives best suited to indigenous situations. Jathanna
concludes his assessment by stating that, “they were comparatively
more effective than the missionary wives whose energies were
consumed in balancing their evangelical work and their domestic
25
responsibilities.” It can be said that the single women missionaries’
work was more recognized and represented in history.
The Bible Women
The missionary societies thought what if they open a separate branch
called Women’s mission which they based on the concept of ‘women’s
mission for women’. It was soon realized that without the assistance of
the native women this idea cannot take shape, women who can be
agents of mission by taking the missionary women and the Christian
message to the women in India. They started to appoint Indian co22

Eliza F. Kent, Converting Women: Gender and Protestant Christianity in Colonial
South India…, 91.
23
Barbara J. MacHaffie, Her Story: Women in Christian Tradition…, 105.
24
Single women missionaries used to make 500 Mark per annum while as Men used to
make 1700-3000 Mark per annum. Gladson Jathanna, Mode of Mutuality in the
Margins of Mission: Hermannsburg Women’s Mission in India…, 77.
25
Gladson Jathanna, Mode of Mutuality in the Margins of Mission: Hermannsburg
Women’s Mission in India…, 78.
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workers whom they called Bible-women and were appointed within
26
the Women’s Mission, which was also called Zenana Mission. It was
the first area in which native Indian women who were themselves
converts to Christianity and who coordinated with foreign missionary
women in visiting houses, introducing women to the virtues of
27
Christian faiths and the dangers of non-Christian belief.
The main task of these Bible women was to go door to door repeating
scripture portions, singing hymns, praying, giving their testimony.
They also used to take Sunday school and involved themselves with
the women in zenana by teaching them some needle work. The
contribution of the Bible women thus became very prominent in the
mission field. Montgomery observes, “The Bible woman has become
an institution. Her work in indispensable; she multiplies the
missionary's influence, goes before to prepare the way, and after to
impress the truth. One of the humblest, she is at the same time one of
the mightiest forces of the Cross in non-Christian lands.”28 Sebastian
also observes in the same lines. For her the work of the Bible women
did not include any polemics, because they basically visited the Hindu
females in their houses. They would either read a suitable text, or
29
relate a Bible story and explain it. Few of the Bible women were
stationed at the hospitals, where they visited patients and introduced
Christianity to both the patients and their families. They also
functioned as nurses. A few Bible women taught in schools whenever
there was a shortage of teachers. Teaching too was part of Bible
women’s job description and the Bible Training Schools equipped
30
them with the necessary skills.
26

Gladson Jathanna, Mode of Mutuality in the Margins of Mission: Hermannsburg
Women’s Mission in India…, 8687.
27
Eliza F. Kent, Converting Women: Gender and Protestant Christianity in Colonial
South India…, 150.
28
Helen Barrett Montgomery, Western Women in Eastern Lands: An Outline Study of
Fifty Years of Woman's Work in Foreign Missions…, 114.
29
Mrinalini Sebastian, “Reading Archives from a Postcolonial Feminist Perspective:
Native Bible Women and the Missionary Ideal” in Journal of Feminist Studies in
Religion Vol. 19/1(Spring, 2003), 15.
30
James Elisha Taneti, “Blurring the Boundaries: Telugu Bible Women, Itinerancy
and Social Mobility” in Mission At and From the Margins: Patterns, Protagonists and
Perspectives edited by Peniel Jesudason Rufus Rajkumar, Joseph Prabhakar Dayam
& I P Asheervadham (Oxford: Regnum Books International, 2014), 138.
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They were also expected to sell small Bible portions and tracts, but
their reception was varied. They had to work in almost hostile
conditions. In spite of these working conditions these Bible women’s
work attracted a great amount of appreciation. Sebastian quotes Basel
Report for 1893 which read, “It is the Bible-women that are silently
working at this gigantic task of raising the females of this country, and
even if all the Bible-women in India did not bring about the direct
conversion of a single female, but only succeeded in overcoming
prejudice and disseminating sound Christian truth, their work would
31
not be in vain.”
The contribution of these Bible women cannot be forgotten or belittled
in any way. Although, these Bible women were working shoulder to
shoulder with white missionaries both male and female Sebastian
complains that contemporary scholarship does not say much about the
native Christian women even when employed by mission agencies as
Bible women, their voice is hardly heard in the many accounts of the
missions.32
Need of Feminist History: Towards a Her-Story of Mission
Why do we need a history which is of feminist perspective? The
answer to this question is very simple. If we are asked to think of a
dominant historical figure, there are more chances that we will think of
some man. Learner asserts that we each hold at least one great man in
our heads. The lack of knowledge of the female past has deprived us of
female hero(in)es, a fact she thinks is being corrected through the
33
development of Women's History.
It can be safely said that women who are half and sometimes more than
half of the population are not included in the history and left out at the
margins. The reasons for that is that traditional historiographies have
focussed more on the male contributions in the history. They have
focussed on the areas where male contribution has been dominant.
31

Mrinalini Sebastian, “Reading Archives From a Postcolonial Feminist Perspective:
Native Bible Women and the Missionary Ideal”…, 16.
32
Mrinalini Sebastian, “Reading Archives from a Postcolonial Feminist Perspective:
Native Bible Women and the Missionary Ideal”…, 8.
33
Gerda Lerner, Creation of Patriarchy…, 227.
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Another reason for this overlooking can be because of the male
dominance in the social sphere. Sudhir opines, “…the expropriation of
34
history from the women is a means of reinforcing male dominance.”
The constant omission of female presence in history is to have a
constant subjugation of women in all spheres of life. The same can be
said for the history of mission. Heike Liebau is of the opinion that
because of the dominance of the patriarchal structures in the mission,
women have been very rarely included in a study of history of
missions in the eighteenth century. She studies the women in
Tranquebar mission and concludes that there are very little number of
studies on the wives and daughters of the missionaries but the Indian
women, “who contributed a great deal to the success of missionary
work have been hitherto completely forgotten.”35
The subordination of women to men, and the denial of women’s
history is the reason of the differences which are present in regard to
men and women as a group and the perceived differences in men and
women history. The existence of women’s history has been obscured
and neglected by patriarchal thought, a fact which has significantly
affected the psychology of men and women. That is why it is said that
Women's History is crucial and vital to the emancipation of women.
Lerner is of the opinion that History in woman’s perspective changes
women’s lives. She observes, “Even short-term exposure to the past
experience of women, such as in two-week institutes and seminars,
36
has the most profound psychological effect on women participants.”
June Purvis is very critical of this omission of women from the sphere
of history. She very sarcastically comments that “the dirty linen of
great men attracts more attention than the great deeds of infamous
women.”37 The reason which is given in general in defence of this
34

P. Sudhir, “Reconstructing Women’s History: Problems and Paradigms” in Women’s
Studies: An Emerging Discipline edited by A. Suryakumari (New Delhi: Gyan
Publishing House, 1993), 58.
35
Heike Liebau, Cultural Encounters in India: The Local Co-Workers of Tranquebar
Mission, 18th to 19th Centuries translated by Rekha V. Ranjan (New York: Routledge,
2018), 423.
36
Gerda Lerner, Creation of Patriarchy…, 3-6.
37
June Purvis, Hard Lessons: The Lives and Education of Working Class Women in
Nineteenth Century England (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1989), 7.
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omission of women is that there are not enough resources available for
the historians to bring out a women centred history. Lerner refutes
such claims. She claims that two decades of Women's History
scholarship have disproven this fallacy by unearthing an unending list
of sources and uncovering and interpreting the hidden history of
women.38
We see that the majority of the history produced is male-centred.
Feminists, therefore, often call this perspective man-made or malestream history, a historical view within which women have been
39
ignored or hidden. It can be rightly called his-story. This approach
however can only produce a one sided representation of the historical
happenings. We need a new methodology to bring out an autonomous
space for woman to make it a holistic history. Nuthalapati opines, “the
task of feminist historians is to make women come alive or visible and
allow their silenced voices to be heard through deconstructing the
available sources which are the products of the particular debates and
struggles, and whose construct is androcentric and patriarchal.”
Therefore we need a new method to read the history of women in
general and in mission in particular. We need a Her-Story of Mission.
Her-Story of Mission: An Emancipatory Historiography
Lerner is of the view that women are the majority of humankind and
have been essential in making history. Thus, she says, “all history as
we know it, is pre-history. Only a new history firmly based on the
recognition and equally concerned with men, women, the
establishment and the passing of patriarchy, can lay claim to being a
40
truly universal history.”
Many scholars in various disciplines like anthropology, sociology,
political science etc. have offered theoretical framework based on
history, the work of women's history specialists has not become part of
38

Gerda Lerner, Creation of Patriarchy…, 221.
June Purvis, Hard Lessons: The Lives and Education of Working Class Women in
Nineteenth Century England…, 141. 162 B.E. Bharathi Nuthalapati, “A Survey of the
Historiographical Shifts in the History of Christianity in India”…, 226.
40
Gerda Lerner, “Placing Women in History: A 1975 Perspective” in Liberating
Women’s History edited by B. Carroll (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press,
1976), 366.
39
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the common discourse despite the abundant availability of the
41
resources in women’s history. But the male-centred historical
framework was decisively challenged by the Women’s History
movement of the 1970s. That challenge led not only to the spread of
Women’s History as an established field in the profession, but to a
42
decisive transformation in historians’ thought and practice. Malecentred histories of the nineteenth century are now being scrutinized
by feminist historians, who question the assumptions made, the
boundaries within which such knowledge is produced and the lens
through which such events are interpreted. Some account of the
development of this critique is necessary before we define what is
meant by feminist history and consider its relevance for this study.43
The feminist critique of the patriarchal edifice of knowledge is laying
the groundwork for a correct analysis of reality. A feminist world-view
will enable women and men to free their minds from patriarchal
thought and practice and at last to build a world free of dominance and
44
hierarchy, a world that is truly human. In this light Sudhir opines that
merely producing a history to compensate the lack of balance
throughout the centuries may be necessary but it will not be sufficient.
It can lead to a women’s history which excludes men and thus become
exact opposite of what the traditional historiographies have done. He
advocates for a history, “which seeks to reformulate traditional
concepts and categories”, a history “which is not satisfied with mere
narrative but one which will transform our view of history itself.”
What he advocates is a history which is liberating, which is
emancipatory and which does not fall victim to overcompensate the
wrongdoings done in the past. Hannam while contemplating on the
same lines quotes Sally Alexander who thinks that feminist history
releases women from their obscurity as the wives, mothers and
45
daughters of working men.
41

Gerda Lerner, Creation of Patriarchy…, 3.
Gerda Lerner, Living with History / Making Social Change (USA: The University of
North Carolina Press, 2009), 165.
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June Purvis, “Hidden from History” in The Polity Reader in Gender Studies
(Cambridge: Polity Press, 2002), 139.
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Gerda Lerner, Creation of Patriarchy…, 229. 168 P. Sudhir, “Reconstructing
Women’s History: Problems and Paradigms”…, 60.
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June Hannam, “Women, History and Protest” in Introducing Women’s Studies:
Feminist Theory and Practice Second Edition edited by Victoria Robinson & Diane
Richardson (London: Macmillan Press Ltd., 1997), 83. 170 June Hannam, “Women,
History and Protest” in Introducing Women’s Studies: Feminist Theory and Practice
Second Edition…, 78-79.
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Hannam further points out that women are not completely absent from
historical accounts. There are some great women who have been singled
out like Florence Nightingale, Elizabeth Fry, Mother Teresa etc. but
their lives and work have been idealized and they are seen engaging in
the activities traditionally seen as female qualities of caring and
saintliness. It sometimes can produce a distorting effect. She further
quotes Gerda Lerner who describes such approach as contribution
history. What she means with this is, when one seeks to include women
within an existing male-defined history, where public activities are of
great historical importance.
Conclusion
The future of the woman’s history is challenging. It should continue to
work of finding, reviving and recording the missing history of women.
Lerner opines the focus and center of the women history should be
women till the time a new balanced history is written. This history will
present a rounded picture of past events and will be inclusive of the
various viewpoints. This new history will make equality a realistic
46
possibility.
In conclusion it can be said that women were denied equal representation
and place as of their counterparts in society, history and mission. Many
approaches have been suggested by various scholars to bridge this gap
and bring the women into the centre. The need of the hour is to bring
out a holistic history which is balanced and equally represented by all
the agents involved in the making of the history. The paper has
attempted to bring out the various approaches in the field of feminist
studies. It also has presented an overview of the contributions of
women in the mission field and proposes some methods to bring out a
holistic history of mission. There are enough resources and materials
available and with the right attitude this can be achieved. The burden
lies on us as being students of mission and history of Christianity to
further the cause of a history which is inclusive and liberating in nature.
We need a multi-dimensional flexible approach towards doing history
to liberate the mission history from the patriarchal androcentric
understanding towards a holistic, emancipatory Her-Story of Mission.

=
=
=
46

Gerda Lerner, Living with History / Making Social Change…, 173-178.
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Awake to Renew and Restore
- Vethakani*
It’s a joy always to hear about or dialogue about “renewal and
restoration” as it illumines hope and promises in life. Primarily, while
the term “renewal” depicts re – establishment of something, the term
“restore” serves the meaning of “returning to the former condition.”
However, renewal and restoration are an intertwined reality. We renew
something in order to restore it and we restore something as a renewed
entity.
There are basic questions which need to be addressed here as follows:
 What do we need to renew and restore in our church and
society?
 What are the contexts in which we are still seemingly sleeping
instead of being awake or responding to those contexts?
For the marginalized communities such as women, Dalits, disabled
communities and sexual minorities, being awake to renew and restore
and, to be renewed and restored, is the need of the hour. Moreover, it’s
a matter of their community identity and their lives. Renewal and
restoration of the history, culture, community ethos and traditions of
any marginalized communities or minorities can be done by the same
communities alone in order to have the history which is not being
distorted by the dominant writers.
In this line, for the community of women in our society, what really it
means to be awake to renew and restore having gender justice as its
perspective is, in fact, the main thrust of this write up.
Renewal of Spirituality
In general, religions and their philosophy of spiritualities sideline
women purely because of their gender identity in order to keep the men
at the centre of all the theological and religious endeavours. At the
same time, the spirituality of all religions has been defined to
*Dr Vethakani comes from the Madurai Ramnad Diocese of CSI. She holds a
doctorate in New Testament (Early Church and Non-Canonical Gospels).
She is a passionate campaigner for gender equity within church and in society.
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domesticate women’s religious rights and engagements by keeping
them to perform particular religious exercises such as praying and
fasting, doing poojas in domestic level, village level missional works
like Bible women. For, the religious power – dynamics are well
organized by the patriarchal society not to let the women get access
with any power/authority related missional/ecclesial/temple –
oriented spirituality. Unfortunately, Christianity has been witnessing
the same reality in most of the contexts in India.
However, Indian history of Christianity cannot simply ignore the
historical moments of revival happened in India. Most importantly,
there are three revival traditions which are most remembered and
celebrated revival accounts in Indian history of Christianity, by the
Indian historians, namely revival in Meghalaya, in Mizoram, and in
Mukti Mission. Among these three, two traditions are taken into
consideration here.
Revival in Meghalaya:
It was also known as the Khasi Hills Revival, begun with two lady
missionaries and their constant focus on prayer for the pouring out of
the Holy Spirit between 1903 – 1905. These women† felt the need for
the revival also in Indian society by hearing the news of pouring out of
the Holy Spirit in Wales church. They continue to pray along with other
women with intensity, loud voice, weeping, wailing, and rejoicing,
confessing sins and asking for forgiveness, experiencing agony over
their sins, bursting out into heart-piercing cries for mercy till they
receive it. Interestingly, this group of women was also accompanied by
children predominantly girl children.
Revival in Mukti Mission:
The history of Mukti Mission has a revival tradition of the outpouring
of the Holy Spirit in 1905. It was flickered by the news of the revival in
Wales and an outbreak of God’s power in the Khasi Hills in
Meghalaya. Hundreds met for daily prayer until the revival swept
throughout the Mukti mission. And they continue to experience it in
the following months as well. By hearing about the revival in Australia
in 1903, Ramabai organized a system of prayer – circles among her
friends far and near. The name of ten girls were given to each circle. It
†

Their names have not been specifically recorded
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was begun with 70 women then increased to five hundred and fifty
who were meeting twice daily to pray for a revival in India till they
received it. When they began to experience it, all the women and girls
began to pray aloud, little children, young girls, and women wept
bitterly and confessed their sins and had visions and things too deep to
be described. However, revival empowered them to restore their “self”
and experience the sense of being liberated to be a blessing for many
who were in need.
All the three traditions mentioned in this article have one thing in
common i.e., women. Women and predominantly the girl children
were the members of these three communities which were
continuously crying out for revival in their own contexts. They were
able to wait for years and months together with an enduring faith in
God for the pouring out of her/his Spirit till they receive it. And, these
revival traditions had become a milestone in proclaiming Christ to the
Indian communities by the Indian missionaries. Interestingly, the
majority of them were women in the context in which women were not
even respected as humans and not encouraged to get educated and to
go out of the houses, as the religious and cultural norms and spiritual
traditions were strongly ordaining these ideas in the name of God. In
this context, these revival traditions restored the traditions in which
women become the mothers and authors of shaping “new” spirituality
with their own encounters with God and with the faith communities in
which gender difference is not an issue at all. This spirituality was
“new” in its nature as it challenged the contemporary religious’
spirituality which not only kept patriarchy as its gender norms, but also
it had the sole authority of interpreting and defining God and theology.
In contrast, the revival traditions have women and young/small girl
children who praised, interpreted and began to define God and her/his
nature to the faith communities by their own faith encounters. More
importantly, in Mukti mission the revival strengthened the derelict,
abandoned women to proclaim the good news to the communities. It
reminds us of Lk 4:18 (Good news to the poor; by the poor).
Early Church Spirituality
When we get to read the early church documents one can see the stages
of its development: a) church as a community/movement – in which
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still its nature was being formed and this formation was with Jesus’
values; b) church as a religious institution – gender difference became
a serious factor in all its administration and its theological formations.
This we can see in the New Testament, as in Acts and Romans one can
see women as active disciples/Apostles, whereas in the
Pauline/Deutero Pauline letters gender issues are brought to the front
in all interpretations and understanding of being a member of a church.
In fact, many times, we fail to differentiate these historical stages when
we deal with women/gender issues in our Biblical interpretations.
In addition, the faith communities should be awakened with regard to
the following concerns in order to restore their faith traditions.
Firsly, any religion which takes particular culture very seriously or
developing a particular culture to dominate/subjugate “other” in the
name of God, then the very nature of that religion needs to be
questioned. Issues related to women in the bible are cultural issues –
the culture of a particular community. Eg. Covering the head; keeping
long or short hair; bearing children as a blessing; preaching in public is
prohibited for women.
Secondly, spiritualizing certain cultures, most of the time the
dominating culture of the day, in our church and theologies, has been
shown as faith reality till today. We are more worried about the cultural
values of our time than the teachings of Jesus – Jesus’ “counter –
culture.” Thus, most of the time, we preach the cultural values from our
pulpits not the values of Jesus’ teachings.
Thirdly, we have been trained by the ecclesial (religious) teachings and
practices to spiritualize every life – dealing realities, not to
problematize or politicize it: eg. Opportunities for women in the
church and society – still being victimized for men’s interests.
Fourthly, “Everything is political and nothing is spiritual as such” for
the dominating group (women will be praying, but men will be ruling
over women’s praying).
Therefore, learning to problematize or politicize each and every
“spiritual” teachings and practice, is the “new” spirituality which
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every marginalized community should develop as their faith demand.
For, “God – Talk is political” – in the Old Testament and New
Testament, God’s redemptive business was with the major political
powers in the history of the day. We cannot talk about God and her/his
intervention and redemption without the history of these political
powers.
Having said, this write up aims to encourage the faith communities to
develop missional and theological agendas which would restore our
own faith traditions in the past histories which have been neglected or
concealed. And this is possible only through problematizing or
politicizing century/history old faith/community stories, traditions
and histories instead of romanticizing/spiritualizing with
religious/cultural values and ethos.

=
=
=
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Battered Women Syndrome: Mustering Church for
Defiance
- Smriti Priyansha*
Introduction:
Reflecting back in human history, violence has always been part of
human experience. It existed in various forms, at different levels, and
of varied intensities. As a result to that, violence or abuse1 is
normalized and overlooked as an act of ferocity. As a matter of fact, at
the least once, every individual undergo abuse at different age
paradigm, at different degree and of different kind, but women are
victimized more than any others because of the iniquitous anatomy of
society. Violence prevails predominantly in society, home, workplace
and even in religious institutes. All forms of violence are intertwined,
and overlap one another, as with its impacts, some causes of violence
are easy to see while others are deeply rooted in the social, cultural and
economic fabric of human life.
The human cost in grief and pain, of course, cannot be calculated. In
fact, much of it is almost invisible. Yet, physical abuse is given more
prominence only because it is more visible than others, despite the fact
that it also causes insidious damage and a disturbed psychological
health. Over few years, of course the lawmakers have brought to light
the domestic abuse and condemned it on papers. Laws and provisions
for psychological damage/abuse in line with physical abuse and/or in
absence of physical abuse is still invisible and challenging. The article
brings light to the Battered Women Syndrome and how it affects
women physically, but mainly psychologically and what should be the
provision by the church.
1. Violence
The World Health Organization defines violence as, the intentional
use of physical force or power, threatened or actual, against oneself,
*Miss Smriti Priyansha comes from the Methodist Church in India and is
interning at the NCCI Nagpur Office with NCCI’s Forum for Indian
Disability Ecumenical Accompaniment (NCCI-IDEA)
1

Violence and abuse are used interchangeably in this article.
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another person, or against a group or community, that either results in
or has a high likelihood of resulting in injury, death, psychological
2
harm, maldevelopment or deprivation.
The World Report on Violence and Health (WVRH) presents a
typology of violence that, while not uniformly accepted, can be a
useful way to understand the contexts in which violence occurs and the
interactions between types of violence. This typology distinguishes
four modes in which violence may be inflicted: physical; sexual; and
psychological attack; and deprivation. It further divides the general
definition of violence into three sub-types according to the victimperpetrator relationship.
A) Self-directed: refers to violence in which the perpetrator and
the victim are the same individual and is subdivided into selfabuse and suicide.
B) Interpersonal: refers to violence between individuals, and is
subdivided into family and intimate partner violence and
community violence. The former category includes child
maltreatment; intimate partner violence; and elder abuse,
while the latter is broken down into acquaintance and
stranger violence and includes youth violence; assault by
strangers; violence related to property crimes; and violence in
workplaces and other institutions.
C) Collective: refers to violence committed by larger groups of
individuals and can be subdivided into social, political and
economic violence.
In this article, the second subtype of violence is discussed, to expose
the ways in which this violence can affect many lives of women.
Intimate Partner Violence
Intimate partner violence refers to any behavior within an intimate
relationship that causes physical, psychological or sexual harm to
2

Linda L. Dahlberg & Etienne G. Krug, “Violence – a global public health problem ”
World report on violence and health Eds. Etienne G. Krug, Linda L. Dahlberg, James
A. Mercy, Anthony B. Zwi and Rafael Lozano (Geneva: World Health Organization,
2002), 1-22.
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those in the relationship. Such behavior includes: battering,
monitoring their movements, restricting their access to information or
assistance, and many more that is deliberately done to harm or hurt
3
them.
Intimate partner violence occurs in all countries, irrespective of social,
economic, religious or cultural group. Although women can be violent
in relationships with men, and violence is also sometimes found in
same-sex partnerships, the overwhelming burden of partner violence
is borne by women at the hands of men. It is also theorized that a
woman who has been severely and continuously undergone physical
abuse or battering over a prolong period, develops a psychological
condition, nonetheless it is slightly sidelined because of their battering
experiences which steals the attention away from psychotic
experiences.
Dr. Lenore Walker denotes a set of distinct
psychological and behavioral symptoms that result from prolong
exposure to intimate partner violence.
The Battered Woman Syndrome:
The term ‘Battered Woman Syndrome’ was coined by Dr. Lenore
Walker, one of the principal researchers in this field. In 1979, Walker
published her seminal text, The Battered Woman. She described a
4
battered woman as follows :
A battered woman is a woman who is repeatedly subjected
to any forceful physical or psychological behavior by a
man in order to coerce her to do something he wants her to
do without any concern for her rights. Battered women
include wives or women in any form of intimate
relationships with men. Furthermore, in order to be
classified as a battered woman, the couple must go through
the battering cycle at least twice. Any woman may find
herself in an abusive relationship with a man once. If it
occurs a second time, and she remains in the situation, she
is defined as a battered woman.
3
Lori Heise, Claudia Garcia-Moreno,“Violence by intimate partners” World report on
violence and health Eds. Etienne G. Krug, Linda L. Dahlberg, James A. Mercy,
Anthony B. Zwi and Rafael Lozano (Geneva: World Health Organization, 2002), 87122.
4
Paul C. Giannelli,“Battered Woman Syndrome” Faculty Publications. Found at
https://scholarlycommons.law.case.edu/faculty_publications/312
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Dr. Walker’s initial findings were based on a nonrandom sample of 110
battered women who were mostly white and middle-class. A later
study, published in her second book, involved a more representative
sample of 435 women. In the second book, Walker defined the
syndrome by incidents of violence; “A battered woman is a woman . . .
who is or has been in an intimate relationship with a man who
repeatedly subjects or subjected her to forceful physical and/or
psychological abuse.” Two acute battering incidents qualified as
“repeated” incidents.
Battering in Indian Society & Churches:
Battering is no stranger to the Indian society. Patriarchy is deeply
rooted in the society, that it crowns the men in society with all the
power over women even when they are as much of a citizen as the men
are. Their status is lowered on a daily basis, their rights are denied and
dignity snatched. Despite the atrocious conduct, women have to
remain voiceless considering cultural, social, familial and religious
taboos accompanied by absence of welfare and support system. The
intimate partner violence or domestic violence is treated as a lesser
crime in the patriarchal social order where saving the family is
considered as priority even if entails cost in terms of pain and suffering
or even death that women pay. The security and reliance for battered
women is out of conviction.
The trauma and agony women face are of no importance to the society,
the government or the church. The battered woman often has to hear
how to tolerate the battering experience, instead of how to end it. The
society is too busy teaching the women how to silently endure
battering and intimate partner violence; instead of inspecting why are
they being abused. When we see things like this in society, and cover
them up we are destroying lives of many women, layer by layer. The
churches should come up with policies and guidelines, abiding with
the law of the land, to provide maximum security and support for the
battered women. The subjection of women, should be strongly
condemned, the church should be an instrumental place for
empowerment of women and confrontation of murky institutions.
The very fact that the bible people tend to read, intimidates them to put
on their patriarchal lenses. Phyllis Trible explains in her book Texts of
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Terror how the struggles of women were never read from the
perspective of they perceived themselves, and how the scripture has
been used to terrorize the women. The church must take initiatives to
demythologize the understanding of subjecting women and treating
them low. In occurrence of battering or any kind of abuse, the church
must stand and side with women, and seek ethical and legal support.
Women, have always found their solace in church, participated in
ventures, it is the time for churches and society to return their
goodness with dignity and love.

=
=
=
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Mary Lamb and her Biblical Connection
- Joshua Gnana Raj P*
- B. J. Geetha**
Mary Ann Lamb, has an intense touch with the Holy Bible and it is
seen in both her short story collection and in the poetries written by her
as well. The poems taken here are ‘On the Lord’s Prayer’ (Lamb 1903
84-86)1 and ‘‘Suffer little children, and forbid them not, to come unto
Me [Jesus]’’ (Lamb 1903 87)2 and is compared with the Bible. These
poems shows the connection between Mary Lamb and the Holy Bible.
On the Lord’s Prayer is a poem written by Mary that had been Trans
positioned from the New Testament of the Holy Bible to make it
readable by children. This poem is of thirty six lines, consisting of nine
stanzas, which comprises of four lines each. This is a prayer that Jesus
taught and there are two versions, where the shorter form is found in
the Gospel of Luke, and the longer form in the Gospel of Matthew.The
poem is written by Mary as:
I HAVE taught your young lips the good words to say over,
Which form the petition we call the Lord’s Prayer,
And now let me help my dear child to discover
The meaning of all the good words that are there.
“ Our Father,”-the same appellation is given
To a parent on earth, and the Parent of allO gracious permission !the God that’s in heaven
Allows his poor creatures him, Father to call.
*Mr. Joshua Gnana Raj P is a full time Ph. D. scholar at the Department of
English of Periyar University, in the Salem district of Tamil Nadu, India. His
research is on Mary Ann Lamb, the sister of Charles Lamb. The title of his
thesis is “An Analysis of the Life, Times, and Works of Mary Ann Lamb”. His
interests are writing, arts, and photography.
**Dr.B.J.Geetha is an Assistant Professor at the Department of English at
Periyar University Salem. She is the guide to Mr. Joshua and the co-author in
this paper. The area of her expertise includes drama and theatre.
1

Charles Lamb, ‘On the Lord’s Prayer,’ in Poetry for Children, ed. by Winifred Green,
12 vols. (London: J. M. Dent, 1903), pp. 84-86.
2
Charles Lamb, ‘Suffer little children, and forbid them not, to come unto Me,’ in
Poetry for Children, ed. by Winifred Green, 12 vols. (London: J. M. Dent, 1903), p. 87.
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To “ hallow his name,” is to think with devotion
Of it, and with reverence mention the same;
Though you are so young, you shall strive for some notion
Of the awe we should feel at the Holy One’s name.
His “ will done on earth, as it is done in heaven,”
Is a wish and a hope we are suffered to breathe
That such grace and favor to us may be given,
Like good angels on high we may live here beneath.
“ Our daily bread give us,” your young apprehension
May well understand is to pray for our food;
Although we ask bread, and no other thing mention,
God’s bounty gives all things sufficient and good.
You pray that your “ trespasses may be forgiven,
As you forgive those that are done unto you.”
Before this you say to the God that’s in heaven,
Consider the words which you speak, Are they true?
If any one has in the past time offended
Us angry creatures who soon take offence,
These words in the prayer are surely intended
To soften our minds, and expel wrath from thence.
We pray that “ temptations may never assail us,”
And “ deliverance beg from all evil ” we find:
But we never can hope that our prayer will avail us,
If we strive not to banish ill thoughts from our mind.
“ For thine is the kingdom, the power and the glory,
For ever and ever: ” these titles are meant
To express God’s dominion and majesty o’er ye:
And “ Amen” to the sense of the whole gives assent.
The poem begins with the first line stating that: “I HAVE taught your
lips the good words to say over, / Which form the petition we call the
Lord’s Prayer, / And now let me help my dear child to discover / The
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meaning of all the good words that are. These lines explains all that
Mary had been doing with the poems and it is proved by the first line of
the poem, which continues to the second which informs the readers
that the poet is going to let the readers, know about the petitions called
as the Lord’s Prayer. The third line says that this will help the reader to
discover the meanings of good words. The poem gets towards the
Holy Bible’s verse from the second stanza which begins by stating
that:
“Our Father,”-the same appellation is given
To a parent on earth, and the Parent of allO gracious permission! The God that’s in heaven
4
Allows his poor creatures him Father to call.
Here these lines explains the views that we all, must call God as our
Father, for he is like a parent for all on earth. The third stanza of the
poem starts the first petition as by stating that, ‘To “hallow his name,”
is to think with devotion ǀ Of it, and with reverence mention the same; ǀ
Though you are so young, you should strive for some notion ǀ Of the
5
awe we should feel at the Holy One’s name’. These lines explains the
meaning that children may look upon the name of God as holy as he
inspires everyone.
This also continues as an extension to the fourth stanza and also
contains the third petition which is written as, ‘His “will done on earth,
as it is done in heaven,” ǀ Is a wish and a hope we are suffer’d to breathe
ǀ That such grace and favour to us may be given, ǀ Like good angels on
6
high we may live beneath’. This line explains that the good will of
God is to be done, as it is being done in heaven, is also to be
reciprocated on Earth too.
It is also stated as a wish, because here in earth we are almost suffering
to breathe, this line may also mean to say about the degradation of
nature or pollution that had been much began mostly during the
beginning of the seventeenth- and eighteenth-centuries. The next line
of the same stanza pleads for such favours and grace to be given to the
3

Ibid., 1: 84
Ibid.,1:84.
5
Ibid.
6
Ibid.
4
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ones who are living on earth too, like how good angels enjoy
above,and it is also expected by the poet, the same to be enjoyed by us
here below on earth.
The fifth stanza gives the fourth petitions which states that, ““Our
daily bread give us,” your young apprehension ǀ May well understand
is to pray for our food; ǀAlthough we ask bread, and no other thing
mention, ǀ God’s bounty gives all things sufficient and good””.7 The
first two lines of the stanza tells the readers about food, and the next
two lines gives an alternative meaning stating that, it is God’s
abundant gift which are good that he gives to all.
The sixth stanza of the poem states that, ‘You pray that your
“trespasses may be forgiven ǀ As you forgive those that are done unto
you.” ǀ Before this you say to the God that’s in heaven, ǀ Consider the
words which you speak-Are they true?’.8 The first two lines of the
stanza repeats the words found in the Bible, the second half of the same
stanza describes to the reader that before the reader says this,the reader
must consider, if the words they speak are true or not.
The seventh stanza does not talk of any petitions, but is written by a
way of talking to the reader which is written as, ‘If any one has in the
past offended ǀ Us angry creatures who soon take offence, ǀ These
words in the prayer are surely intended ǀ To soften our minds, and expel
wrath from thence’.9 This stanza also gives an introduction to the next
petition. This line has an emotion of guilt, present in a hidden way
written symbolically and if any reader did some offence in the past, for
it is common for all humans to do so, since all tend to have anger in
nature. It also denotes to the past offences that are to be told in prayers,
which leads to make the mind softened and also to throw out anger.
The eight stanza says that, ‘We pray that “temptations may never assail
us,” ǀ And “deliverance beg from all evil” we find: ǀ But we never can
hope that our prayer will avail us, ǀ If we strive not to banish ill
10
thoughts from our mind’. This stanza of the poem explains, that the
7

Ibid., 1:84.
Ibid.
9
Ibid., 1:86.
10
Ibid., 1:86.
8
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reader must not be tempted by temptations and must not do any evil,
and the poet says that, it is not prayer which would does the trick, but
the reader will also have to strive in a way to throw away all ill
thoughts from their minds, then only will the prayer will be of an
effect. The final stanza states that:
“For thine is the kingdom, the power and the glory,
For ever and ever:” these titles are meant
To express God’s dominion and majesty o’er ye:
And “Amen” to the sense of the whole gives assent.11
The first two lines is directly quoted from the Bible, while the second
half of the stanza, says of God’s domination and majesty is all over us
and it is confirmed by the word‘Amen’ which gives a full agreement to
this.In the table given below gives the comparison between both the
long and the short version taken from the Gospels of Matthew chapter
6 verses 9 to 13 and Luke chapter 11 verses 2 to 4, and it is compared
with Mary’s edited version.
Section

Matthew
6.9-1312

Luke
13
11.2-4

1

9. “… Our Father
in heaven,
hallowed be your
name” (Matthew.
6.9).

2. “… Our Father
in heaven,
hallowed be your
name. Your
kingdom come.
Your will be done
on earth as it is in
heaven” (Luke
11.2).

11

Mary’s
Version14
““Our father,”
[…]”
‘[…]Hallow his
name, […]’

Ibid.
From the Bible, “Matthew,” in The New Testament and Our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ with Psalms, Proverbs, (Tennessee: The Gideons International, 1973) 9.
13
From the Bible, “Luke,” in The New Testament and Our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ with Psalms, Proverbs, (Tennessee: The Gideons International, 1973) 130.
14
Ibid., 1:84-86.
12
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Matthew
6.9-13

34

Luke
11.2-4

Mary’s
Version

2

10. Your kingdom 3. Give us day by ‘His “will done on
earth, as it is done
come. Your will day our daily
be done on earth bread. (Luke 11.3) in heaven’,
as it is in heaven.
(Matthew. 6.10)

3

11. “Give us this
day our daily
bread” (Matthew.
6.11).

““Our daily bread
4. “And forgive
us our sins, for we give us,” […]”
also forgive
everyone who is
indebted to us.
And do not lead
us into
temptation, but
deliver us from
the evil one”
(Luke 11.4).

4

12. “And forgive
us our debts, as
we forgive our
debtors”
(Matthew. 6.12).

“[…]“Trespasses
may be forgiven, ǀ
As you forgive
those that are
done unto you.””

5

X

13. “And do not
lead us into
temptation, but
deliver us from
the evil one. For
Yours is the
kingdom and the
power and the
glory forever.
Amen”(Matthew.
6.13)

X

“[…]“Temptation
s may never assail
us,” ǀ And
“deliverance beg
from all evil”
[…]”
““For thine is the
kingdom, the
power and the
glory, ǀ For ever
and ever:” […]”
‘[…] “Amen”
[…]’
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The versions of the prayer given in the Bible is written in a very direct
way and it would be difficult to read for children, while the edition
dealt by Mary is much easier for the young minds to grasp. This
version by the Mary is written with the way of explaining of what the
lines means to be, where the first two lines of each stanza has the words
from the Bible, and the next two lines explain the lines that are given
from the Bible. Hence the poetry edited version written by Mary
proves to be different from the ones, which are found in the Gospels of
Matthew and Luke. The Lord’s Prayer is only found in the Gospels of
Matthew and Luke and not in the Gospels of Mark and John.
‘‘Suffer little children, and forbid them not, to come unto Me’ is a
poem of twenty lines, with five stanzas,and of four lines each. The
poem begins as:
To Jesus our Savior some parents presented
Their children-what fears and what hopes they must feel!
When this the disciples would fain have prevented,
Our Savior reproved their unseasonable zeal.
Not only free leave to come to him was given
But “of such” were the blessed words Christ our Lord spake,
“ Of such is composed the kingdom of heaven: ”
The disciples, abashèd, perceived their mistake.
With joy then the parents their children brought nigher
And earnestly begged that his hands he would lay
On their heads ; and they made a petition still higher,
That he for a blessing upon them would pray.
O happy young children, thus brought to adore him,
To kneel at his feet, and look up in his face ;
No doubt now in heaven they still are before him,
Children still of his love, and enjoying his grace.
For being so blest as to come to our Savior,
How deep in their innocent hearts it must sink !
’Twas a visit divine ; a most holy behavior
Must flow from that spring of which then they did drink.
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The poem begins with the lines stating that, To Jesus our Saviour some
parents presented / Their children-what fears and what hopes they
must feel! / When this the disciples would fain have prevented, / Our
15

saviour reprov’d their unseasonable zeal. These lines gives the
introduction to the poem and also has the lines presented in each of the
Gospels, but the explanation in the poem is different. The third stanza
of the poem tells about the joy and the pleasures of happiness that the
parents had, when their children were touched by Jesus Christ which is
written as:
With joy then the parents their children brought nigher
And earnestly begg’d that his hands he would lay
On their heads; and they made a petition still higher,
That he for a blessing upon them would pray.

16

The fourth stanza of the poem talks about the children, which is not
discussed in the Bible, which is written as, ‘O happy young children,
thus brought to adore him, ǀ To kneel at his feet, and look up in his face;
ǀ No doubt now in heaven they still are before him, ǀ Children still of his
love, and enjoying his grace’.17 It also talks about death, in the second
half of the stanza. These are not discussed in the Gospels, and in each
of the Gospels, the lines are described in different ways. The table
given below gives the details regarding the comparison of the same
scenario which is seen through the different Gospels respectively to
Matthew chapter 19 verses 13 to 15, Mark chapter 10 verses 13 to 16,
and Luke chapter 18 verses 15 to 17, and these are also compared with
Mary’s version. The same incident is not seen in the Gospel of John.
15

Ibid., 2:87
Ibid., 2:87
17
Ibid., 2:87.
16
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Section
1.

2.

Matthew
19.13-1518
13. “Then
little children
were brought
to Him that
He might put
His hands on
them and
pray, but the
disciples
rebuked
them”
(Matthew.
19.13).

Mark
10.13-1619
13. “Then
they brought
little children
to Him, that
He might
touch them;
but the
disciples
rebuked those
who brought
them” (Mark
10.13).

Luke
18.15-1720
15. “Then
they also
brought
infants to
Him that He
might touch
them; but
when the
disciples saw
it, they
rebuked
them” (Luke
18.15).

Mary’s
Version21
‘To Jesus our
Saviour some
parents
presented ǀ
Their
children-what
fears and
what hopes
they must
feel! ǀ When
this the
disciples
would fain
have
prevented’,

14. “But
Jesus said,
“Let the little
children
come to Me,
and do not
forbid them;
for of such is
the kingdom
of heaven”
(Matthew.
19.14).

14. “But
when Jesus
saw it, He
was greatly
displeased
and said to
them, “Let the
little children
come to Me,
and do not
forbid them;
for of such is
the kingdom
of God”
(Mark 10.14).

16. “But
Jesus called
them to Him
and said, “Let
the little
children
come to Me,
and do not
forbid them;
for of such is
the kingdom
of God”
(Luke 18.16).

“Our Saviour
reprov’d their
unseasonable
zeal. ǀ Not
only free leave
to come to him
was given, ǀ
But “of such”
were the
blessed words
Christ our
Lord spake, ǀ
“Of such is
compos’d the
kingdom of
heaven:””

18

From the Bible, “Matthew,” in The New Testament and Our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ with Psalms, Proverbs, (Tennessee: The Gideons International, 1973) 37.
19
From the Bible, “Mark,” in The New Testament and Our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ with Psalms, Proverbs, (Tennessee: The Gideons International, 1973) 83.
20
From the Bible, “Luke,” in The New Testament and Our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ with Psalms, Proverbs, (Tennessee: The Gideons International, 1973) 147-48.
21
Ibid 2:87.
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Section
3.

Matthew
19.13-15
15. “And He
laid His
hands on
them and
departed
from there”
(Matthew.
19.15).

4.
X

38

Mark
10.13-16
15.
“Assuredly, I
say to you,
whoever does
not receive
the kingdom
of God as a
little child
will by no
means enter
it” (Mark
10.15).
16. “And He
took them up
in His arms,
laid His
hands on
them, and
blessed
them” (Mark
10.16).

Luke
18.15-17
17.
“Assuredly, I
say to you,
whoever does
not receive
the kingdom
of God as a
little child
will by no
means enter
it” (Luke
18.17).

X

Mary’s
Version
““With joy
then the
parents their
children
brought
nigherǀ And
earnestly
begg’d that
his hands he
would lay.””

““On their
heads; and
they made a
petition still
higher, ǀ That
he for a
blessing upon
them would
pray.””

Thus are the ways in which Mary Lamb simplifies the incidents from
the Holy Bible to make children to easily understand the Bible and to
know the contents it carries along with it.
Works Cited
Poetry for Children by Charles and Mary Lamb, ed. by MacDonald William,
12 vols(New York, 1903), VIII, pp. 84-87.
The Gideons International Version. The New Testament and Our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ With Psalms, Proverbs, Tennessee: The Gideons
International, 1973.
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REEFLECTION
Mother – “Amma” the First Word of Every Child
"The man (Adam) called his wife’s name Eve, because she was the
mother of all living." Genesis 3:20
Eve was the first woman and mother on earth. She was the mother of
all human beings. Therefore, the entire human generations have come
through her.
“Mother” the word itself conveys or creates a kind of passionate,
emotional feelings in our hearts. “Mother” is always remembered as a
person filled with love expecting nothing in return; full of compassion;
sacrificing her entire life to bring up her children.
Mother – Gift of God: Mothers are precious gift of God. It is said;
God could not show His real love directly to everyone and He created
the mother and kept His love in her heart thereby the children can find
real love through her. She never expects praises and appreciation for
her contributions
Roles of Mother: A mother plays different important roles. The first
and foremost role is to bear the child, carry it in the womb safely,
nurture, provide safe and secure environment and bring up a child.
Only mothers can understand the child without communication. There
is a deep and emotional connection between the mother and the child.
Role in the Society: Mothers have a great responsibility for the well
being of the Society because they teach the basic moral and ethical
values while nurturing the child. She is the most influential person to
instil and to develop self confidence and to build up leadership
qualities. Hence from the childhood, she/he becomes a responsible
citizen for the nation. Many of the national and international leaders
have witnessed and acknowledged their mother’s role while they were
ruling the countries. There is a saying in English “the hands that rock
the cradle rule the world”.
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A great mother produces a great leader! “Give me good mothers and I
will give you good nation” – said Napoleon.
Mothers not only teach moral and ethical values but also inspire and
gently push them up to practice and develop skills of leadership. Some
of the mothers who were behind the great leaders are mentioned
hereunder.
Letizia Bonaparte: Mother of Napolean Bonaparte – A French
Emperor, and Statesman. She was a Pragmatic, stoical and
domineering woman. As a poverty stricken widow, she kept the family
afloat. Napolean once said about her “She faced everything the
privation and the fatigue. She endured everything. There was a man’s
head on her women’s body”.
Putli Bai: Mother of Mahatma Gandhi - Father of our Nation who
led the freedom struggle movement with the principles of Nonviolence and Civil disobedience. He was a noble example of truth,
modesty, hard work and strong will power. Putli Bai was a very simple
lady with great religious thoughts. She had a significant impact on her
son’s life with her simplicity and religious practices to lead a humble
life.
Nancy Edison: Mother of Thomas Alva Edison – the great scientist
who has invented various inventions had a great impact on this modern
world. Edison was the youngest of Nancy’s seven kids who was
labelled as “incompetent” in his school.
Alberta Williams King: Mother of Martin Luther King Jr. an
American Minister, spokes person and leader of civil rights movement
in US non-violence and civil disobedience and inspired by Mahatma
Gandhi. She was called as mother of the civil rights movement. A
matriarchal figure was a soft spoken, kind, serene person who instilled
in her children a sense of love and respect for their fellow men. She
stood firm in her stand even though she has to lose her family members
for the cause of civil rights movement.
Nancy Lincoln: Mother of Abraham Lincoln - Abraham Lincoln
was an American Statesman, lawyer and served as the 16th President is
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of the United States. He was a prominent leader. He led the nation
through its greatest moral, constitution. He worked very hard for the
abolishment of slavery in US. and political crisis in the American Civil
War. Nancy was a bold, reckless, daredevil kind of woman, stepping
on to the very verge of property. Lincoln himself explains that his
appearance and manner from his mother, “She was mild, tender and
intellectually inclined “. He praised his mother as “All that I am or
hope to be, I owe to my angel mother”. He also said “I remember my
mother’s prayers and they have always followed me. They have clung
to me all my life”
Swarup Rani Nehru: Mother of Jawaharlal Nehru – an Indian
Independence activist statesman, free thinker and India’s First Prime
Minister. Swarup Rani was a typical Indian wife and brave Mother.
She rejoiced in her husband Moti Lal and son Jawaharlal Nehru’s
participation in the freedom movement and sacrificed their riches. As
a brave mother, she also took part in freedom struggle and got injured
during a protest.
Role of Spiritual Mothers:
Susanna Wesley: Mother of John Wesley and Charles Wesley - A
prayerful mother spends hours of prayer at the bedside of every child;
A very strict and disciplined mother. It is said: she never preached a
sermon or published a book or founded a church, (she) is known as the
Mother of Methodism.
Mary: Mother of Jesus - The most blessed mother/woman among all
mothers.
Her motherly role cannot be compared with any mother. She agreed to
God’s will to give birth to Jesus. She supported Jesus from birth till
death, throughout his ministry. After the resurrection of Jesus, she also
played an important role in the ministries of early Christianity.
We do find various difficulties in the lives of mothers. Foeticide
(killing the girl child in mother’s womb), Female infanticide (killing
the girl children when it is just born) Surrogate mothers (carrying the
child in the womb for some other parents) Mothers of Commercial
Sex, are some of the mothers in difficult situation.
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Finally, while concluding, a story that highlight the love of a mother is
shared. A poor mother and her son were living peacefully in a village.
All of a sudden her son met a girl and fell in love. Both loved each
other. But the girl was rich and she didn’t like his mother. One day she
told her friend “if you really love me, then you should bring the heart of
your mother and give it to me. It shocked him and never expected it
from his girl friend. He did not know what to do and how to respond
because he loved his mother very much. But the love on his girl friend
blinded his eyes. He went to his home waited for his mother to sleep.
While she was in deep sleep, he killed her, took her heart and ran to
meet his girl friend and to give it to her and to tell her that he loved her
more than anything in this world. While he was running, he fell down.
Immediately the heart burst and asked him, “my beloved son, have you
got hurt?” These verses broke his heart; he cried and cried but couldn’t
be consoled. This is the love of a mother.
- Dr. V. Esther Kathiroli
Secretary
Tamilnad Christian Council

=
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BIBLE STUDY
Rizpah – The Peace Builder
II Samuel 21:8-14
The month of March is a very important for all women, because it
contains three important days. Firstly, International Day of Prayer
falls on the first Friday of this month. All women in Christian churches
throughout the world pray for one particular country and its needs.
This moment is a very special moment because all over the world
women spend time together, and they are connected through prayer.
Secondly, International Women’s Day falls on 8thMarch. This is
another milestone, celebrating the coming together of working women
all over the world to fight for their right to get equal wages.
Thirdly, Annunciation Day falls on 25th March. This is an auspicious
day for our Roman Catholic friends because it is believed that on this
day the angel informed Mother Mary that she was going to be the
bearer of the Son of God, Jesus Christ the Messiah.
Therefore, it is appropriate to remember the women who contributed
their lives to bring peace to their nation.
Rizpah is one such woman. Though she was a victim of vengeance she
had the courage to face life with hope. She was a daughter of Aiah the
Horite (Genesis 36:24); Saul took her as a concubine, and she bore him
two sons, Armoni and Mephihoseth. [Other sons of Saul included
Ishbosheth and Abner.]
Rizpah’s character is a significant one in the whole episode of David.
There are many reasons to commit this name to our memories. A
severe famine in the land of Israel lasted for three years. David was
informed that the famine was a consequence of Saul’s slaughter of the
oath-protected Gibeonites; this required that seven sons of Saul should
be hanged up ‘before the Lord’ in expiation for what had been done
there. These seven included the two sons of Rizpah.
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David, I would say, cunningly and cruelly gave these innocent sons of
Saul to satisfy human vengeance; therefore, the mother became the
victim. However, she kept quiet, and she protected the men’s hanging
bodies from vultures and wild animals on the top of the hills. Tradition
says that it was for five months that she was caring for the bodies as
mother, and demanding justice for the sons. Though she had had no
power to stop the murder, she had mercy to protect and care for the
dead men until their bodies were properly buried.
I perceive Rizpah as a peace builder and a woman of resistance.
Elisabeth SchüsslerFiorenza, in her book In Memory of Her, suggested
to the Christian world that we need to remember the women who
contributed to salvation history by their courage as models to
reconstruct history.
We do remember Rizpah for her significant contribution from which
we women have much to learn. We receive five insights from this
episode:
First of all, Rizpah had a particular Perspective – the perspective of a
mother of other children along with her two sons who were brutally
and mercilessly killed. Her demand for justice for all needs to be
appreciated: she changed her question into action. She decided to stay
with her dead sons until she received an answer.
Secondly, she showed Persistence in her demand for justice as she
stood there for five months. In this situation I think that the community
must have supported her cause for justice. II Samuel 21 tells us that she
guarded the dead bodies from harvest time until the rains came, which
means that the duration was five months, and for that she would have
needed support.
Thirdly, she was preserving the dignity of the hanged sons: this shows
that she had respect for human life. Respect for human beings, their
existence, and the value of human life and its uniqueness is the most
important aspect of Rizpah’s character. The presence of individuals in
community life is not properly valued nowadays. But this poor
vulnerable mother helps us to restore the value of life.
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Fourthly, she was protesting for justice. She wore sackcloth and kept
the bones on sackcloth. She was praying and waiting. This symbolic
action can be said to convey her anger in a non-violent way. The dry
bones are another symbol, because ‘bones’ have meaning in the story
of the Israelites, who respected bones for a person’s dignity. So, this
victimised mother was reassuring and reaffirming the value of culture
and legacy in that tradition.
Fifthly, peace building is another insight which I have gained from
Rizpah’s story. This assertiveness of the mother transformed her pain
into power. As a mother, what agony she must have undergone? She
becomes a peace builder by demanding justice for innocent lives. The
story ends by saying that her demands and prayerful action were
reported to King David, and he instructed his officers to collect the
bones, and they buried them along with those of their father and
Jonathan. In this way, she restored justice among the Israelites; then
God answered by bringing rain for the nation.
Rizpah, by her actions, provides many insights for our context as well.
We women need to be bold with Perspective, Persistence, Protesting
for justice, Preserving human life, and we need to be Peace builders.
God is always with the vulnerable and poor. Whenever riots occur,
women and children are always the most affected group. But people
like Rizpah give us, both men and women, hope for peace.
Rev. Dr. Margaret Kalaiselvi
Principal
Tamilnadu Theological Seminary, Madurai
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